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Read questions carefully to understand what is being asked. If you have doubt, do ask your instructor. Use the reverse
side of your answer paper as scratch. Use attached periodic table and important c9.1J1tantsceart. On your scantron,
please start from number 10 to answer the multiple choice questions. (Total pts. =.!i"th 27 +~ 113)

SHORT ANSWER: Show all your calcualtions using appropriate set up and units.

1) Identify the hybridization of the central atom in the following compounds (3 pts.
each; Total 12 pts.): •.
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2) Draw the structures and name the isomers of C6H3F3 (~pts.)
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3) Write the condensed structure of 2-methyl-4-propylnonane (4 pts.).

~

3) _
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4) What is the name of the compound CH3CH2CH(OH)CH2CH2CH3? (4 pts.)

~ \-dhyl-I--6u-tqno\ ~
3~v~r-()v~

5) Draw the /S2!l<leJlS_e~ctures of the reactants and product(s) of the reaction
betwe~d I-propanol (8 pts.) and name the major product (2 pts.)
and the functional group it conatins (2 pts.). t
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1- propanol

6) Draw the structures of the reactants and major product of the reaction between 6) _
2-methyl propene and hydrochloric acid (6 pts.) and name the major product (4 pts.)

+ H-CI ----7
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7) The following experimental data were obtained ~e or the
reaction:

7) _

2NO(g) + 02 (g) ~---->2 N02(g)

Initial Concentrations
Experiment

1
2
3
4
5

[NO]
0.0010
0.0010

CO.OOIO
0.0020
0.0030

[02]
0.0010
0.0020
0.0030
0.0030
0.0030

Initial Rate
(M 8-1) .
7.0x 1O-6l -n.
1.4 x 10-5 J
2.lx 10-5
8.4 x 10-5
1.9 x 10 -4

c. Calculate rate of N02 formation when [NO] == [021 == 0.005 M (4 pts.)

Ra-te ~ lOOO (0.005)\ 0,005) = \ ,<\, l5 X10 -~ 1'-]
»:
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8) If the rate of forarntion of oxygen gas i~ the following conversion: 8) _
203 (g) -------> 302 I then calculate the rate of disappearance of 03Jg) at that
same time. (4 pts.)

-tt~t)= ~ (U~~)
- ~ (~~~)~ 3 (c;"oxIO-5 ~~

- Il ;~ = %- (G ,0 X10- 5 ~) -lLf X \ 0 -5 ~ J 0'0, dl'SQW'0YI\1

9) Carbon dating may be used to date (once livin materials that are between 100 9) _
and 40,000 years old. The half-life of th 'rst-order ecomposition of carbon-14
is 5730 years. Whatpercentage carbori-I remams (ratio of final to initial \< -=
concentrations multipliea y 00) in a sample after 40,000 years (8 pts.),

-I- -= L{o,OOOyr 1<-:::: 0,Co\3 z: I Jo<1YX10-Y
L 5130 \
1\t =- 'f-t: :::b 130 Y r

d

I'

A t X 100 f; 0,001'] X IDa ~\ ~1'if/D
A cJ C I 're{)'C\ \'IIS

MULTIPLE CHOICE. Start on line 7 of your scantron paper. Select the one alternative that best completes the
statement or answers the question (3 pts each).

10) The molecular geometry of the PF4+ ion is '
A) trigonal pyramidal 5+Y(l) -I '" 3~k-

g0ctahedral ro
r l'Yt'rigonal bipyramidal 5
~~'\®Aetrahedral
)1trigonal planar .3

I FI
\

r -P-f\
I
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12) There are (0 (J and .,_----'d.L::.-' ., 7! bonds in the H2C-C=CH2 molecule. , "
~2, 6 B) 6,4 rc)'6,2 I-l p(4, 2. \-\ ,%212r: ~",/

~ C==-c=-c, -1

~

.1/.\
13) The $eneral formula of ester is I'\.r

~1 R-O-R' e-~("
~-CO-OR' es-ter
.A:)R-OH Q\lroho\

~R-Co-R' k&t;OVI~
fiR-Co-OH 0..'-\0

11) The angles between ~ orbitals are-
A) 90° ~20° C) 180°

14) The compound below is an _

H H
I I

H-C=C-C-H
I IH H

,~romatic compound
~lkyne

C) olefin
~alkene
~alkane

15) The addition of HBr to 2-butene produces _
Ano reaction

-~-bromobutane / '--::~:~:~:~v(/"-
A2,3-dibromobutaneY0 -bromobutane;yr 1,2-dibromobutane

16) The rate law for a reaction is

rate = k [AlfBJ2

~

""one of the following statements l~
A) e reaction is second order overa1~

k is the reaction rate constant
~ fB] is doubled, the reaction rate will increase by a factor of 4.
/ ~The reaction is second order in B.

~ The reaction is first order in A. .

5

E) 109.5°
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14) _

15) __

16) _



17)Und~rt:0nstantconditions, ehalf-lifeof~order rea?;i-- _
A) IS Coost ~ ~~ ~~
B)does not depend on the initial reactant concentration V-
C) is the time nec~ssary for the reactant concentration to drop to half its original value ~
D) can be calculated from the reaction rate constant ~
E) All of the above are correct.

17) __

18) The graph shown below depicts the relationship between concentration and time for the
following chemical reaction. -

2A :> C

18) __

in [A]

0f)O:of this ~Ual to
~ln[AJo D) -11k

TRUE/FALSE. In your scantron, fill up bubble A for true and bubble B for false answers (2 ptsJquestion).

19) Possible shapes of AB3 molecul~s ar~trigOnal pl~ar, and T-shaped. ~ 19) _

iFI

20)XeF4isapolarmolecule. - ''.../~o 1=-\ F f\orpo\or 20} ---
~-rq(l)=-3(oe I £- ~e-_

21) Rates ofreaction can be Bel r1negative. f= 21} _

22) The half-life for a first order rate law depends on the starting concentration. 22) _

F
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